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Abstract 

Hadron production in soft hadronic collisions is successfully described by a lon- 
gitudinal excitation and siibseqnent decay of color flux tubes. We consider the dy- 
n d c s  OE interacting wnstable strings as a generalization designed for hA and AA 
interactions at ultrarelativistic energies. The constituent quak6 at the ends of the 
decaying strings and the produced hadrons can interact with the surrounding mat- 
ter. The effect of secondary interactions in molecdar dynamics calculations for AA 
collisions at CERN eriergies (200AGeV) can be seen in an enhancement of transverse 
energy, particle production and the mean transverse momenta. The results agree 
very weii with the experimental measurements at ultrarelativistic beam energies in 
pp, hA and the recent AA collisions. 

In the recent experiments a.t the CERN-SPS beams of light projectiles (i60 and 

are accelerated up to 200 GeV per projectile nucleon. The main goal is to explore the 

properties of hot, dense hadronic and quark matter. However, little is known about the 

complicated dynarnics in a collision of such a projectile with a heavy target - in particular 

about the first stages of the collision. P1 straightforward extension of the hadron physics 

to such a system does not exist. In fact, it is hoped that many-body effects like a possible 

phase transition into a quark gluon plasma do occur in heavy ion collisions, which are not 

expected for hadron-hadron interactions or in hadron-nucleus collisions [I]. 

To explore the dynamics of ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions we have developped a 

microscopic phase space approach whose main feat,ures are described elsewhere [2]. The 

approach is dubbed "Re1a.tivistic Quantiim Molecular Dynamicsn(RQMD). The main ingre- 

dients are the Lorentz covariant classicsl propagation of all hadrons - the original nucleons 

and the secondaries - (molecular dynamics) combined with stochastic particle production 

and absorption in binary collisions or decays of hadrons. 



In the RQMD approach two hadrons scatter if they pass during their propagation the 

minimum distance d in their two-body CMS with d <_ fi. For the most frequent 

hadrons - nucleons, pions and kaons - the experimentally given total and elastic cross 

sections are used according to [SI. It is assumed that hadron production occurs by resonance 

formation, and the ~robabilities for the resonances in the outgoing channels are fixed by a 

fit to exclusive pion and kaon production data [4]. Very heavy resonances above a certain 

mass threshold are assumed to be excited into strings. The threshold e. g. for nonstrange 

baryons amounts to 2GeV/Z. The direction of the one-dimensional excitation is given in 

the two-particle CMS by the direction of hadron motion. The stringlike excitation and 

subsequent fragmentation has been shown to be a very reasonable model of high energy 

hadron production [5],  both in hadronic and also for e+-e- and lepton-hadron interactions. 

For the string fragmentation we use the JETSET routines developped by the LUND group 

[6]. Some of the routines and default parameters have been modified, for instance to get 

a better description of strange baryon production [7]. The string excitation law for the 

outgoing hadrons is chosen by assurning a scaling law for the probability distribution of 

the new light cone momenta. The light cone momenta are defined as p* = p0 f p,. The 

longitudinal direction refers to the direction of ingoing hadron motion in the two-hadron 

CMS. In the collision both particles get new momenta 

The old light cone momentum pair has a large and a small component for every particle 

(depending on the sign of pi) .  The new value of the small light cone component scales 

according to the probability distribution 

The other component is given by momentum conservation. One can easily See that for the 

case of diffractive scattering this results in a probability distnbution of the form 

This scaling law has experimentally been observed in a missing mass analysis of diffractive 

collisions at very high energies [SI. 

Note that during the dynamical evolution a large number of unstable hadrons are 

produced. For Cross sections in experimentally not accessible reactions - e.g. A + P -  - we 

aBsume 



with n, the number of ingoing mesons, x ; (S )  the fraction of ingoing strange quarks and t 
and s the Mandelstam variables. c(s) is independent from the interacting hadron species. 

These relations give good agreement with the high energy behavior in the known hadronic 

collisions [8]. The formula for U,, represents only the high energy limit, because for the 

mass excitation according to eq.(l) a minimum excited mass is required, otherwise the mass 

remains nonexcited. Baryon annihilation has also been incorporated into the RQMD model 

- with the experimentally determined cross sections and an extrapolation to unstable and 

strange baryons. 

How long does il last until a secondary hadron materialize and interacts with its 

environment? Unfortunately, we cannot get this information from first principles, because 

the hadronization is a soft process - determined by the nonperturbative regime in QCD. 

Even worse, for a composite object like a hadron the different parts of the hadron may begin 

to interact at different times. We have to start with phenomenological models - see for 

instance [14]-[18] - and test them against the experimental data. First the experimentally 

available information from hadron-nucleus interactions is used as a probe of the space-time 

structure of hadronic interactions. 

The decay law of an excited string is formulated in momentum space. It fixes the 

production points of the qij pairs where the color flux tube breaks (in the yo-yo picture). 

There is no unique extrapolation for the case of subsequent interactions, if the string 

does not decay in the vacuum but in hadronic matter. She question is: which parts of 

the excited object after the first collision can interact with which interaction probability 

and which (de-)excitation scheme? In some models only the outgoing leading hadrons 

can interact furtheron, either with a modified excitation scheme [9] or the same as used 

for the first collision [10]. In other approaches the excited projectile is kept stable using 

the Same interaction probabilities and excitation scheme afterwards. Its decay - after its 

propagation through the target - is independent from the other excited target nucleons 

[ll, 121. In more sophisticated approaches the string can be deexcited by stochastic decay 

before colliding once more. This allows to take rescattering of produced secondaries into 

accoiint, either covariantly as in the original RQMD model [Z] or nonrelativistically by 

choosing an appropriate observer frame [13]. 

In the original RQMD calculations the string itseli gets a finite life time - with the 

width r = 0.1. mass. Its total energy-momentum can be used to excite target nucleons 

by loosing momentum. Now, in the modified RQMD approach only the - "dressed" - 
constituent quarks sitting a t  the ends of the color flux tube can interact furtheron with the 

target. Their reaction cross sections are taken in accord with the additivity hypothesis of 

the additive quark model (AQM): 113 (q in a baryon), z1/2 (q in a meson) or 213 (diquark 



in a baryon) of the correspo~iding hadroii nucleon cross section [I?']. 

Tliis AQM description is favored by the e~~erimentaliy observed A-dependence for fast 

(anti-) proton production in T A  collisions [19]. The main idea is to relate the nuclear atten- 

uation of different leading baryons to the interaction probability of the excited projectile 

and the formation time of the asymptotic state. The use of a pion beam is preferable as 

compared to a proton beam, because in the latter case the diffractive interactions of the 

projectile distort the clean picture of baryon formation by creating quarks from the sea. 

The outgoing (anti-) protons have been measured at a Feynman-X around 0.5 with a pion 

beam of 30 GeV/c. If one looks at baryons with high X-values target contributions should 

be neglegible, and there is a large probability that one of the original valence quarks com- 

bines with a produced diquark. The longer the intermediate state behaves like a pion the 

weaker should be the differente between the attenuation of the proton and the antiproton. 

In the extreme case that the asymptotic hadrons are formed outside the target there should 

be no flavor dependence in the attenuation. In contrast, the additive quark model predicts 

the strongest flavor dependence of attenuation which is in accordance with the data. The 

reason is that the ij nucleus reaction is more probable than the q reaction which is related 

to the larger NN - compared to NN - cross section hecause of possible annihilation. 

The deceleration of the produced hadrons should not only depend on the dressed quark- 

nucleon interaction but also on the position at which the produced hadrons begin to interact 

in the target. In the present model it is assumed that the formation time is associated with 

the finite time, needed to break the color flux tube by pair production. The space-time 

point from which a produced hadron begins to propagate is the arithmetic mean of the two 

space-time points at which the string breaks. This time amounts to an average time of 0.9- 

1.2 fm/c in the rest System of the hadron depending on the reaction under consideration. 

The string tension which enters inversely into the formula for the formation point gets its 

"canonical value" of lGeV/fm. We use a slightly different prescription of the formation 

point for those hadrons which contain the constituent quarks of the decaying string. If we 

analogously average the turning point of the yo-yo endpoint and the first breakpoint of the 

string a minimum time would exist before such a hadron could not be formed. This is due 

to the turning point of the quark which leads to a minimumformation time of z. Instead, 

in RQMD their formation time is stochastically given by an exponential distribution with 

the same mean value as above. This may account for the transverse growth of the string 

which to a large extent determines the cross section of the formed hadron. 

We had to use some simplifications in the RQMD Monte Carlo code to sample enough 

statistics in the pion-nucleus case. The pion string was forced to produce a diquark at its 

first break point (from the left or right side). A second simplification was to take only the 

participant nucleons into account. In general the nucleons are bound together by quasi- 

potential forces [2] which were substituted in this case by freezing the nucleons' Fermi 



momenta. Fig.1 shows the RQMD results in comparison with the data [19] for the ratio R 

as a function of the target mass A. The formation point concept described above yields 

good agreement with the data. The defiried mean formation time in the RQMD approach 

is - in the target frame - in between the "constituent formation time" and the "yo-yo 

time" discussed in [18]. There the authors found that the hadron formation based on the 

constituent time agrees well with the experirrientally observed (anti-) baryon attenuation 

in T A  collisions while the yo-yo time gives a slightly too small attenuation. Note that the 

RQMD calculations - with a larger mean formation time - can result in nearly the same 

attenuation, because the exponential distribution of formation points populates short times 

more frequently than the constituent tirne ansatz. The different stochastic distributions 

become important, because only the formation points inside the target are relevant for 

attenuation. 

The constituent (di-) quarks a t  the ends of a decaying string can interact beiore the 

string has broken and the new daughter hadrons which contain these (di-) quarks have been 

formed. It is important how the interactions with the constituent quarks are implemented. 

In RQMD it is assumed that the excitation sclieme in a binary collision is the Same as used 

for liadronic interactions. Therefore one has to specify which portion of the total energy- 

momentum of the string is carried by these constituents and is available in subsequent 

collisions. Becaiise of lacking knowledge we assume that this momentum distribution is 

the Same as for the corresponding hadrons which are formed at  the ends of the string. In 

fact, in ultrarelativistic hA collisions the dressed quark-hadron interactions are by far more 

important than the interactions oi  hadrons after their formation in the target matter. Fig.2 

shows for a p A reaction that most of the produced particles are either produced in the first 

collision of the ingoing proton or in collisions of constituent (di-) quarks. This has been 

demonstrated in the model by blocking all collisions with hadrons after their formation. 

The number of produced negatively charged particles for instance decreases in this case (p 

+ Xe) from 6.8 to 6.5 only. 

We See from Fig.2 that the RQMD calculations give good agreement with experimen- 

tally measiired rapidity distributions [20] for p Ar and p Xe reactions. The string fragmen- 

tation paranieters have been fixed t,o pp data in a broad energy range. The experimentally 

observed fluctuations [20] in the multiplicity distributions are also well reproduced by the 

RQMD calculations (see Fig.3). 

The RQMD approach had formerly also been applied to heavy ion collisions a t  AGS 

energies (10 to 15 AGeV) [2, 211. There it was demonstrated that the rescattering of 

produced hadrons is an essential aspect of the dynamics in a collision a t  these energies. Can 

we see the importanceof rescattering also at CERN energies? Or does the finite formation 

time multiplied with ehe Lorentz dilatiori (y = 10 for particles a t  rnidrapidities) spoil the 



rescattering? This was first stlidicd in [2] wliere a strong effect on baryon distributions 

had been predicled. 

In Fig.4 we coinpare the prodiiceth trarisverse energy for RQMD and FRITIOF calcu- 

lations with the experimental data [22]. FRITIOF is an independent fragmentation model 

whose string fragmentatiori pararneters are tuned to pp and pA collisions [ll]. In contrast 

to the pp and the pA case FHI'IOF ~lightly underestimates the particle production and 

transverse energy in AA collisioris [22]. This is related to ehe neglect of rescattering. How- 

ever, we can See in Fig.4. thal tEe effect is sinall for the transverse energies in the forward 

angular cone (q > 2.4 rnea,ns 0 < 10.4"), because the very fast hadrons are contained here 

which are less affected by rescalteririg. 

It is expected that near niidrapidity t,he rescattering of secondaries - or other hadron 

arid quark matt,er effects --- is clearly visible in the experimental data. In Fig.5 the calculated 

mean collision nunibers in centra,! S(200AGeV) i- S collisions are shown for different hadron 

species. Nere one observes a clear correlation between rapidity and collision frequency. The 

NA35 group measured recenlly the charged particle yields in the rapidity bin 2 < y < 3 

(y  = 3 is rnidrapidity) in the reactions 0 on Au an$ S on S [23] a t  200AGeV. We show 

the NA35 rapidity distribution a.nd t.be transverse momentum spectra of the negatives in 

Fig.6 together with the RQMD results. 

In Fig.6 w7e compare the RQMD results with the defauit description for the formation 

time with a calciilation in whicb all particles are produced without time delay. While 

the original RQMD calciilalioii agrees with the NA35 data, setting the formation time to 

zero produces by far too many particles. This clearly demonstrates the importance of the 

formation time for suppressing pi~rt,icle production. 

The NA35 groiip found that one cannot fit. the transverse momentum spectra with one 

exponential, but has to use a "two temperature fit" for a source a t  rest in rnidrapidity with 

Tl = 43 MeV and Tz = 153 MeV and Nl/N2 = 0.23 (in the case of the 0 + Au collisions). 

The "low temperaturen pions rnight he caused by low mass resonance decay and effective 

masses for nucleons and mesons in dense matter. A detailed analysis of their sources in 

the framework of the RQMD approach is in Progress [24]. The "high temperature" pions 

show a larger P,-slope than in the pp data (135 MeV). (Note that there is no particle 

identifica,tion in the experirnent wliich causes some misidentification of heavier particles - 
I<-, p - as pions.) The pheriomenoti of transverse momentum enhancement can also be 

Seen in the RQMD calculations for the negatively charged particles. The calculated mean 

tra.nsverse momentum at midrapidity is a.bout 35 MeV larger than the corresponding value 

in pp collisions (375 to 340 McV). 'l'he a,nalysis of the RQMD calculations shows that in 

the mean 35% of t,he produced n~csons near midrapidity collided once or more. This shifts 

their transverse inoinenta to higlier values. Rescatt,ering can also be Seen better a t  higher 

p, values if strangeness production is stiidied: She  ratios of strange to nonstrange mesons 

increases much fasler with higher pt vaPues than in elenientary collisions [21]. 



Fig.7 shows the calculated angular distributions of the protons and all charged particles 

for central 0 + Au collisions. Here we compare the calculation with default description 

ior hadron formation with a RQMD calculation in which the formation time has been set 

to infinity. We observe that the default description results in more particle production 

and more protons with a kinetic energy above 40 MeV. The enhancement at low pseudo- 

rapidities signals the infiuence of cascading in the target. 

111 conclusion we have demonstrated that rescattering is important in reactions like 0 
i- Au or S + S at CERN energies. Secondary interactions enhance the produced trans- 

Verse energy, the particle production and mean transverse momenta. This can be seen by 

coniparing the RQMD calculations and the experimental data with calculations without 

secondary interactions. However, the finite formation time leads to a strong suppression of 

the resrattering effects. One has to look at specific windows in phase space and at central 

collisions to see the effects of badron rescattering. Multiple collisions per hadrons ensure 

that a system starts to equilibrate which might be suited to search for the most interesting 

colleclrve effects. For light projectiles the surface to volume ratio is rather large. This 

enlargrs the difficulty to disentangle the - interesting - multi-hadron (or even multi-quark 

antl -gluon) effects from the "ordinary" pp-like physics. Therefore it is of vital importance 

thut the most massive nuclei are colliding (i. e. Pb + Pb) if collective effects - e. g. the 

formation of a quark gluon plasma - are to be searched for. 
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Figure captions: 

Figure 1: 

R =  d 4 r - A  -+ P or F)ldxl,=o,, 
d 4 r - P  --+ ~ o r p ) l d x l ~ = o . ,  

as a function of the target mass A. The momentum of the n- projectile is 30GeV. The 

data from [19] are symbolized by ttie circles (p) and squares (P). The dashed line (for p) 

and the full line (for p) are the RQMD calculation. 

Figure 2: Charged particle rapidity distribution in p p, p Ar and p Xe collisions a t  

Ek,,, =200GeV. The circles and the squares represent the data from [20], the full histograms 

the default RQMD calculation. All fast charged hadrons are counted as pions which leads 

to a rnisidentification for a subset of particles (protons, kaons). This misidentification has 

been simulated in the RQMD calculations. For the p Xe reaction the dashed curves show 

the results obtained by setting the hadron formation time to infinity. 

Figure 3: Charged particle multiplicity distributiori in p p, p Ar and p Xe collisions a t  

Ekin =200GeV. The same conventions as in Fig.2 are used. 

Figure 4: Differential cross section for transverse energy production in O(200 AGeV) 

on Au collisions in the pseudo-rapidity window 2.4 < 7 < 5.5. The circles represent the 

data from [22], the dashed histogram the FRITIOF calculations and the full histogram the 

RQMD calculations for central and semi-cenlral collisions ( b  < 5fm). 

Figure 5: Mean collision number of nucleons (straight line), anti-nucleons (dashed line) 

and pions (dotted line) as a function of final rapidity. These distributions are calculated 

for central S(200 AGeV) on S collisions. Note that a large fraction of these collisions occur 

with constituent quarks before the final hadrons have been formed. 

Figure 6: Comparison of rapidity distributions and transverse momentum spectra be- 

tween experimental data [23] and RQMD calculations for central collisions of O(200 AGeV) 

on Au (left side) and S(200 AGeV) on S (right side). The experimental trigger includes 

only events with minimum energy flow in forward direction corresponding to a total cross 

section of 56 (35) mb. The figure a) (0 + Au) shows the rapidity distributions of the 

negatively charged hadrons - dots are the data and histogram (bold lines) the RQMD 



resi~lts - and of the nucleons (histogram with straight lines). The full line is the result of a 

calculation for the negatives with formation time set to zero. The figure b) (S + S) shows 

the rapidity distributions of the negatives - squares are the data and full line the RQMD 

results - and of the protons (histogram). The figure C) (0 + Au) and d) (C + S) show the 

transverse momentum spectra for negatives in the rapidity interval 2 < y < 3: triangles 

(RQMD) and crosses (data). 

Figure 7: Comparison of charged particle angular distrihution between experimental 

data [22] and RQMD calculations for central collisions of O(200 AGeVJ on Au. The 

squares represent the WA80 data for all charged particles and the full circles for protons 

with a kinetic energy above 40 MeV. The straight lines (curve and histogram) are the 

corresponding results of the default RQMD calculations. Dashed curve (charged particles) 

and dotted histogram (protons) represent the results with infinite hadron formation time. 
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